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213.922.6000

At the NovemberOperations Committee Meeting, Director Bernson requested
that MTAstaff verify that infornaation about new bus performance during a
vehicle’s delivery is provided when new buses arrive in Los Angeles.
BACKGROUND
The MTAhas a total of 661 buses on order fro1T1 NewFlyer of North America
(NFA) and North American Bus Industries (NABI). Both of these manufacturers
drive new vehicles from their production facilities to Los Angeles prior to final
acceptance.
With both of these bus manufacturers, the 2,000+ mile delivery drive provides a
valuable performance test and provides details about each vehicle’s operation.
The delivery drive is also a controlled "Break in Period" for these new vehicles,
and during each vehicle’s delivery, component problems or manufacturing defects
can be identified and corrected by the manufacturer before a bus enters revenue
service. Once the bus arrives in Los Angeles, each bus goes through a detailed
acceptance inspection by MTAstaff. During this acceptance inspection, each
vehicle is road tested, and each major sub-system (engine, transmission, HVAC)
is inspected and signed-off by representatives of the component’s manufacturer.
Since the bus manufacturer (NFA, NABI)still owns the vehicle until it
accepted, any identified problem is solely the manufacturer’s responsibility to
correct.
The only alternative to the current delivery approach is to ship vehicles to Los
Angeles via truck or rail. Trucking vehicles is significantly more expensive, and
these additional costs would need to be covered by the MTA.In addition,
trucking vehicles to Los Angeles would increase the probability that an
"identifiable" defect could cause a service disruption.
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MTA
contracts with bus manufacturer’s already require a significant amountof
delivery information. In the MTA’sstandard bus contract forms, each
manufactureris required to complywith the following statement:
"... Drivers shall keep a maintenancelog enroute andit shall be delivered
to the MTAwith the bus. " (Std. Bus ProcurementLanguage
"Assumptionof Risk of Loss").
In order to complywith this provision, following a newbuses’ arrival, the MTA
is
delivered the following documentswith each newvehicle:
1. Driver’s Log - This release notes all fueling and maintenancestops
madeduring the delivery, and this documentmust be signed off by the
delivery driver.
2. VehicleReleaseCertificate - This is the official vehicle release
documentfrom the manufacturer,and this also requires that a driver to
note any significant problemsencounteredduring the delivery.
3. "Snag"sheet - This documentnotes all identified defects
found/corrected prior to shipmentof vehicle. A separate copy of this
information is also sent independently from MTA’s
inspection staff
directly to MTA
project management
staff in Los Angelesfor control
purposes.
In addition to the informationprovidedabove, if there is reason to do so, the MTA
has the ability to get detailed operating informationabout the delivery from the
engine control system’s internal processor. For example, the DDEC
engine
control systemretains detailed operating information, and all of this information
is used to help identify and correct reported engine problems(this is also a good
wayto investigate problemsreported by delivery drivers, whoare not trained
mechanics). For each bus buy, project management
staff maintains detailed files
and databasesthat track this delivery information.
Is summary,the current vehicle delivery process provides the MTA
with valuable
operating information, and this informationis used to identify potential problems
before a vehicle goes into revenueservice. In the future, staff can report backto
the Boardif there are any significant defects identified in these delivery reports.
Prepared by: John Drayton
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